What’s New at Cookee’s??
We have been listening to YOU!!
We do these newsletters to reach out to you, our customers, and let you know that we do want
to be a part of your overall experience here at Cookee’s. We are just a couple of people who
took on the task of jumping into the restaurant business. Because of this, we feel we are more
in tune with what our customers need, than some owner who has become hardened over the
years of restaurant ownership. We feel that we are customers just like you. We know how
much we like it when a vendor or company listens to us. Therefore, we are listening to you and
this newsletter will cover many changes we have made now, changes that are right around the
corner, and a promise that more changes are in the works!
I hope by reading this, you will see that we are open to talking with everyone and that we do
listen to all suggestions and comments made to us and our carhops. Ready? Here is summary!

COMPLETED FOOD CHANGES!
1) Added orange soda, (yes, there were several requests for this).
2) Changed to higher quality and bigger sized chicken breasts. Great feedback!
3) Changed to higher quality breaded chicken for our Breaded Chicken Sandwich.
4) Change our onion rings to larger sizes and gourmet breading. Great feedback!
5) Changed to a higher quality Bar-B-Q pulled pork for our pork sandwiches.
6) Added multiple varieties of chips and Famous Amos chocolate chip cookies!
COMING NEXT WEEK!
1) The return of WAFFLE FRIES! Lots of requests for these so here they come!
2) Adding “Ranch Fries,” to the menu. Again, lots of requests and we listened!
3) Testing new, higher quality and larger chicken tenders. Give them a try!
4) Testing new, higher quality and larger chicken nuggets. Give us your thoughts.
MISCELLANEOUS CHANGES!
1) Added LOTS of new music to the jukebox! Come in and try it out!
2) Added the ability to purchase Gift Certificates for your friends and family.
3) Added sponsorship for Willard Racing and the Pleasanton Car Show!
4) Kadee Willard is doing some great new signs for the building and the roof!
Whew! I hope that list gives you an idea we are committed to making this business a
positive part of your community! Let us hear from you! Doug and Becky.

